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ABSTRACT
Our capability to adapt to extreme precipitation events is linked to our skill in predicting their magnitude and timing. Synoptic features
(such as Atmospheric Rivers) developing over the North Atlantic Ocean are known as the source of the majority of water vapour transport into European mid-latitudes, and are associated with episodes of heavy and prolonged rainfall over UK and north western Europe.
Thus, a better understanding of the North Atlantic atmospheric conditions prior the occurrence of extreme precipitation events over Europe could help in improving our capability to predict them. We build on atmospheric re-analyses at high spatial resolution, on a daily
time scale, to highlight the anomalous path of the vertically integrated water content, transferring water from the western tropical North
Atlantic to high latitudes and fuelling the storms developing in the North Atlantic sector, bound to affect Europe as responsible for the
most intense precipitation events. The systematic link between anomalous north-eastward transport of vertically integrated water (precipitable water) from the western North Atlantic and anomalously high pressure patterns in the central North Atlantic, developing 5 days
prior the extreme precipitation occurrence, suggest the central North Atlantic surface pressure as a potential precursor of extreme precipitation events.

1. INTRODUCTION
The identification of the origin of the water fuelling
extreme precipitation episodes (EPEs) over Europe is a
challenging issue with important implications for the
predictions of high-impact events. The main role
played by the North Atlantic ocean in providing water
to EPEs over Europe has already been assessed in
many studies [Gimeno et al., 2010a; Knippertz and
Wernli, 2010; Winschall et al., 2012; Krichak et al.,
2012; Krichak et al., 2015]. It is well known that moisture source regions affecting the European coasts are
in a tropical-subtropical North-Atlantic corridor that
extends from the Gulf of Mexico to the Europe [Gimeno et al., 2010b] and also that the main transport
pathway away from the tropical Atlantic (the Atlantic

region with the highest vertically integrated precipitable water content) is through the midlatitude storm
tracks (mainly poleward of 30oN), indicating a direct
transport of precipitable water (PW) from the tropics
into high latitudes [Walker and Schneider, 2006;
Pauluis et al., 2008]. Since the regions of intense poleward moisture fluxes, associated with EPEs over Europe are, in general, relatively narrow in longitude
[Lavers et al., 2011, Lavers et al., 2013], this kind of
fluxes have been named atmospheric rivers [ARs,
Newel et al., 1992]. Recent works suggest that not only
moisture export from the tropics can provide important vapour sources for ARs, but also midlatitude
sources and convergences of vapour along their paths
[Dacre et al., 2015] play a role. According to Dettinger
et al. [2015] and Ramos et al. [2016] it seems that both
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FIGURE 1. Composite of vertically integrated water transport IWT associated with extreme precipitation events over the investigated
region (magenta box), averaged over the four days prior the extreme precipitation event and the day of occurrence.
Colour patterns are IWT absolute value composite anomalies (IWTp99). Vectors are IWT composites, averaged over the
same period, same as IWTp99, but these are not anomalies. Contour lines represent precipitable water (PW) climatology
during September-November period. IWT Units are [kgm-1s-1]. PW Units are [Kgm-2].

sources of water can be considered when investigating
extreme precipitation events over Europe.
Most of the EPEs occurring over UK and north
western Europe are associated with ARs: 8 of the 10
EPEs during the 1979-2011 period are related to ARs
[Lavers and Villarini, 2013]. It has been demonstrated
that ARs are responsible for more than 90% of the total poleward atmospheric water vapour transport
through the middle latitudes [Newell and Zhu, 1992;
Ralph and Dettinger, 2011]. In the following analysis
the issue is additionally addressed by investigating
the time evolution of water transport across the North
Atlantic sector preceding extreme precipitation events
over a specific sector of the north-western Europe [E1
region in Krichak et al., 2015, as highlighted by the
magenta box in Figure 1). The goal of the study is
twofold: (i) to identify the atmospheric path of the water fuelling storms associated with EPEs over the E1 region and (ii) to investigate potential source of (shortterm) predictability of such events, leveraging the
characteristic foregoing large scale circulation pat-
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terns appearing over the North Atlantic Ocean. The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the reanalyses data set used, together with the methodology.
Section 3 presents the results of the analyses, while
section 4 discusses the main results and concludes the
paper.

2. DATA AND METHODOLOGY
2.1 REFERENCE DATA
The Japanese 55-year re-analyses [JRA-55,
Kobayashi et al., 2015] data set, having a spatial resolution of 0.5° longitude by 0.5° latitude and 60 vertical
levels with top layer at 0.1 hPa is adopted. This data set
has been demonstrated suitable for studies on vapour
transport of remotely evaporated seawater [Kudo et al.,
2014]. JRA-55 provides two dimensional fields such as
precipitation (PREC), surface pressure (PRES), 10 meter
winds (WIND) and evaporation (EVP), together with
vertically integrated fields such as precipitable water
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(PW) and integrated water transport (IWT) in its meridional (VWV) and zonal (UWV) components at 3 hourly
time scale. The present study is based on daily values averaged from the available 3 hourly data. To reinforce our
findings, we make use of multiple reanalysis [Nayak and
Villarini, 2017]: the analysis described in the next subsection has been performed also using the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration - NASA’s Modern Era Retrospective-Analysis [MERRA; Rienecker et al.,
2011]. MERRA has a spatial resolution of 0.5° latitude
and 0.7o longitude, with 72 vertical levels, from the surface to 0.01 hPa. The present paper Figures 1 to 5 are
based on JRA-55 reanalysis and confirmed by MERRA
results in the corresponding Figures A1 to A5 shown in
the supplemental material.

2.2 METHODOLOGY
The investigated period is 1979-2013 and only the
autumn season (from September to November, SON) is
considered. The choice of the season is determined by
two factors: SON is the period of the year affected by the
larger number of annual maxima of daily precipitation
[Lavers et al., 2013] over the region of interest and during this season the contribution of North Atlantic moisture to precipitation events is more pronounced compared with the rest of the year [Winschall et al., 2014].
In the rest of the paper, we will refer to the period of
analysis (3 months x 35 years) as PRESCLI. As a first
step, we computed the time series (91 days x 35 years =
3185 values) of maximum precipitation, resulting from
reanalysis data, over the British Isles-Europe’s Atlantic
coast (44N-58N, 9W-7E) region (Figure 1, magenta box
- about 250 grid points). Within this time series we defined as extreme events the 32 cases exceeding the 99
percentile of the distribution resulting from the 3185
values (E1_EPEs). Extreme events counting refers to
events lasting just 1 day. To define the large circulation
anomalies associated with E1_EPEs we computed the
daily anomaly of the observed field A associated with
the occurrence of an E1_EPE, as in the difference between the mean daily value of A found when the precipitation extreme event is detected in the E1 region, and
the corresponding daily climatological value of A:
(Ap99)’=(Ap99) - <A>

(1)

where (Ap99) is the daily mean value of A when an extreme precipitation event is active, and <A> is the
daily climatological value of A for the PRESCLI period. The composite anomaly Ap99 is then calculated as
the mean of the daily anomalies (Ap99)’.
In the rest of the paper the term anomaly will refer

to anomalies computed as in Equation (1). E1_EPEs associated anomalies are computed for a number of large
scale fields up to 7 days prior the extreme event occurrence: “LAG 0” tags the anomaly computed the day
in which EPE occurs, “LAG -7” tags the anomaly computed 7 days before. The statistical significance of the
anomalies, is verified at the 95% level with a bootstrap method.

3. RESULTS
A measure of the vertically integrated water transport over the North Atlantic basin prior the occurrence
of extreme events over the E1 region is shown in Figure 1, where the composite IWT associated with the 32
extreme events is averaged over the 4 days prior and
during their occurrence. An evident path appears (IWT
zonal and meridional IWT anomaly vector components
are shown in Figure 2 and 3), connecting the tropical
western North Atlantic to the E1 region. Two main
streams seem to be involved in the transport of atmospheric water to the mid-latitudes in the 5 days (4 prior,
plus the extreme event day) “corresponding” to E1_EPEs
occurrence. The main path is through the western North
Atlantic sector, connecting the region east of Florida,
north of 30oN, to high latitudes (50oN). A secondary
stream involved in poleward water transport is also evident, branching from the central North Atlantic deep
tropics at about 50oW in longitude. Both branches start
from regions with a very high availability of precipitable water, if compared to the midlatitudes (see blue
contour lines in Figure 1). From a climatological point
of view, during SON, the PW available south of 30oN is
almost doubled when compared to the water availability at E1 region latitudes.
To better understand the time evolution of the atmospheric water transport prior E1_EPEs, in the same
composite framework, we computed the IWT anomalies, for each flux component - meridional (Figure 2)
and zonal (Figure 3) - highlighting a statistically significant water transport from the tropics to the midlatitudes since 4 days prior the E1_EPEs day. It is
important to note that the maxima IWTp99 (Figures 13) values found over south western Europe, across Spain
and eastern North Atlantic basin at lag 0, are mainly
due to the composite cyclonic structure emerging since
4 days prior the E1_EPEs (as represented in Figures 2
and 3) as confirmed by the negative composite surface
pressure anomalies (solid blue lines) centred west of the
E1 region. This is the Atlantic sector where the cyclonic
perturbations develop during the considered season, be-
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FIGURE 2. Composite of vertically integrated water meridional transport anomalies, VWVp99 (shaded), associated with extreme
precipitation events (>99 percentile) over the investigated region (E1, magenta box). Thirty-two events are considered
over September-October-November within 1979-2013. Arrows indicate vertically integrated water transport anomalies,
IWTp99. Water transport units are [kgm-1s-1]. Dashed/solid blue contours indicates positive/negative surface pressure
anomalies, PRESp99. Pressure units are [hPa]. Only significant anomalies are plotted. Lag correlations are back in time
and relative to the extreme precipitation day.
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FIGURE 3. Composite of vertically integrated water zonal transport anomalies, UWVp99 (shaded), associated with extreme precipitation events (>99 percentile) over the investigated region (E1, magenta box). Thirty-two events are considered over
September-October-November within 1979-2013. Arrows indicate vertically integrated water transport anomalies,
IWTp99. Water transport units are [kgm-1s-1]. Dashed/solid blue contours indicates positive/negative surface pressure
anomalies, PRESp99. Pressure units are [hPa]. Only significant anomalies are plotted. Lags are back in time and relative
to the extreme precipitation day.
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FIGURE 4. Composite of precipitable water anomalies, PWp99 (shaded - only statistically significant anomalies are plotted), associated with extreme precipitation events (>99 percentile) over the investigated region (E1, magenta box). Thirty-two
events are considered over September-October-November within 1979-2013. Precipitable water units are [Kgm-2]. Lag
correlations are back in time and relative to the extreme precipitation day. Vectors indicate the composite of the vertically integrated water transport [kgm-1s-1].
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FIGURE 5. Composite of 10 meter wind intensity, (shaded), and direction (arrows) associated with extreme precipitation events (>99
percentile) over the investigated region (E1, magenta box). Thirty-two events are considered over September-OctoberNovember within 1979-2013. Wind units are [m/s]. Blue contours indicate composite of surface pressure at the same time.
Pressure units are [hPa] and contours between 1018 and 1028 hPa, with a 1 hPa step, are plotted.
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FIGURE 6. Correlation coefficient between surface pressure averaged over the central Atlantic region (40W20W 20N40N) and maximum precipitation over E1 region (magenta box in figure 1) time series, at different time lags (pressure is lagged back
in time). Results obtained using different low pass filters on the time series are shown: Black/Blue/Red lines represent
results obtained filtering with a 30/10/3 days window. Solid lines represent JRA-55 results. Dashed lines represent MERRA
results.

fore hitting the European coast. In fact the vast majority of west-European storms originate from baroclinic
instability in the midlatitudes [Haarsma et al., 2013].
Five days prior (LAG -5) the extreme events occurrence in the E1 region, a significant transport of water
vapour from the tropics to high latitudes appears in the
eastern part of the basin, persisting up to LAG -1, as
highlighted by the vertically integrated water transport
anomaly components (Figures 2 and 3). Tropical atmospheric water moves poleward and eastward, going
from LAG -5 to LAG -1, as shown by the time evolution
of precipitable water anomalies (PWp99, Figure 4). At
LAG -1 the anomalous amount of water is available to
fuel the southern branch of the composite cyclonic perturbation associated with the extreme events over E1
region. The evolution of the positive water transport
anomalies originated in the western North Atlantic and
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then migrating eastward is evident in Figure 2. At LAG
-5, the maximum poleward meridional transport is
across the subtropics in the western North Atlantic (red
patterns), accompanied by an equatorward transport
over North America at approximately the same latitudes
(blue patterns). Air masses intruding from high latitudes
into the tropics are dryer then the tropical atmosphere,
thus a negative IWTp99 is found over the Northern
American continent. During the following days (LAG 4 to LAG -2), the water transport anomaly in the western North Atlantic moves eastward (Figure 2) and
dominates the patterns until LAG -2, then it decreases.
On the other side, over the eastern North Atlantic at
higher latitudes, the IWTp99 tends to increase and becomes dominant at LAG -1, in association to the composite cyclonic structure, close to the E1 region. A
clearer representation of the water path during the 5
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days prior the extreme events over the E1 region is
shown in Figure 4 where the absolute value of the composite integrated water transport (arrows) is shown (unlike, arrows in Figure 2 and Figure 3 indicate IWT
composite anomalies): the associated water transport
from the central western North Atlantic sector to the
eastern North Atlantic sector at midlatitudes, follows
the IWT climatological path but it is reinforced in magnitude prior extreme events over E1 region, as demonstrated by the statistically significant anomalies found
in the vertically integrated water transport. Focusing on
the evolution of the surface pressure in the central
North Atlantic since one week before the considered extreme events, the surface high pressure pattern (between
20N and 40N) typically extending from U.S. coast to
European coast during SON, tends to be less extended
since LAG -5, leading to the most pronounced shrinking of the high pressure lobe at LAG -1 (Figure 5). These
positive pressure anomalies are coherent with the associated northward/southward increase of IWT in the
western/eastern sector (left of the positive pressure lobe)
of the central North Atlantic. The highlighted relationship between the high pressure patterns in the central
North Atlantic and the extreme precipitation events
over the E1 region suggests a potential source of predictability. This is shown in Figure 6 where the correlation coefficients [Spearman, 1904] between the daily
time series of the maximum precipitation within the E1
box and the surface pressure averaged over the central
North Atlantic (hereafter defined as the box within
40W-20W and 20N-40N) are shown at different time
lags. Both JRA-55 and MERRA re-analyses are considered in this Figure. These correlation coefficients tends
to decrease when the surface pressure time series is
lagged back in time, decreasing to values lower than
0.2 after 4/10/25 days when filtering the time series
with a 3/10/30 days time window, trying to reduce the
internal variability (‘noise’). These findings highlight an
increase of the predictive skill when filtering out high
frequency variability [Reichler and Roads, 2003]: the
signal to noise ratio and thus the potential predictability increase with increased averaging period (see also
Figure A6 and A7 in the supplemental material).

4. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
A lagged composite analysis of the water transport
associated with extreme precipitation events over the
E1 region shows that these events are preceded by a
pronounced and significant export of water from the
western tropical sector of the North Atlantic basin into

the mid-latitude central North Atlantic. A reasonable
strategy to explain this export may be to link it to the
storms developing over these regions and moving
northward: the main cyclonic perturbations traveling at
these latitudes are Tropical Cyclones (TCs). Indeed, recent studies suggest TCs as a fundamental source of
water export from the tropical North Atlantic, feeding
extreme events over Europe [Stohl at al., 2008; Krichak
et al., 2015]. Despite these findings, in the present study
just few [8 over 32) extreme events happens after TCs
passage in the North Atlantic. Besides, 5 of these 8 appear to develop in the central North Atlantic [cluster 2
type TCs, as from Daloz et al., 2014], thus they do not
affect the eastern coast of U.S., where the northward
export of atmospheric water vapour appears to occur
since 4 days prior the considered extreme events. These
five TCs are the main responsible for the water transport
branch shown in Figure 1 at around 50oW longitude.
On the other hand, two of the 8 TCs occurring prior extreme events over the E1 region (not shown) developed
over the western North Atlantic. Therefore, from this
study there are no evidences that TCs are the main responsible for the export of water vapour from western
Tropical Atlantic, fuelling E1_EPEs, but we would link
it to any kind of atmospheric condition leading to a reinforced - significantly higher than the climatology poleward export of atmospheric water from the “tropical source”. We also found statistically significant
anomalous circulation patterns over the North Atlantic
basin associated with extreme precipitation events over
the Europe’s Atlantic coast, forming 5 days prior their
occurrence. The composite anomalous anti-cyclonic
structure appearing over the central North Atlantic (Figure 5) 5 days before the E1_EPEs occurrence (see also
Figure 2 and Figure 3) contributes to reinforcing the net
export of atmospheric water to high latitudes, fuelling
the storms bound to affect the E1 region at LAG 0. This
specific mechanism requires a deeper analysis in a future work.
It is well known that extreme hydrological events
over Europe are connected with intense water vapour
transport and this study provides further evidence that
the North Atlantic sector acts as a source of moist air for
extreme precipitation events over Europe [Pinto et al.,
2009; Pinto et al., 2013; Lavers et al., 2013; Krichak et
al., 2015]. For this reason, Lavers et al. [2014] leveraged
on the transport predictability to extend the extreme
events forecast horizon by 3 days in some European regions. We found that the spatial extension and the intensity of surface pressure maxima in the central North
Atlantic might be a viable tool to predict anomalous
northward IWT, and thus of extreme precipitation oc-
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currence over the considered regions, with a correlation
greater than 0.3 between surface pressure averaged over
the central Atlantic region and maximum precipitation
over the E1, up to 5 days prior the event (Figures 6 and
S6). Noteworthy, associated with the described anomalous anti-cyclonic structure, on its western side, there is
a consistent and significant increase in the surface
evaporation fluxes over the Gulf of Mexico and off
Florida coasts since 4 days prior (LAG -4) extreme
events over E1 region (not shown). Further studies are
needed to verify the predictive skill of both surface pressure in the central North Atlantic and evaporation
fluxes in the western Atlantic in forecasting extreme
precipitation events over the Europe’s Atlantic coast.
Despite a slightly different timing of the extreme
events occurrence in the considered 35 years period
over the investigated region, very similar results emerge
using MERRA instead of JRA-55 re-analyses (Figure 6
and Figures S1-S5, S7 in the supplemental material),
strengthening our conclusions.
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FIGURE S1. Same as Figure 1, but based on MERRA reanalyisis instead of JRA-55. Composite of vertically integrated water transport IWT associated to E1_EWEs, averaged over the four days prior the extreme precipitation events and E1_EWEs day.
Color patterns are IWT absolute value composite anomalies (IWTp99). Vectors are IWT composites over the E1_EWEs,
averaged over the same period, same as IWTp99, but these are not anomalies. Contour lines represent precipitable water
SON (PW) climatology. IWT Units are [kgm-1s-1]. PW Units are [Kgm-2].
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FIGURE S2. Same as Figure 2, but based on MERRA reanalyisis instead of JRA-55.Composite of vertically integrated water meridional transport anomalies, VWVp99 (shaded), associated to extreme precipitation events (>99 percentile) over the investigated region (E1, magenta box). Thirty-two events are considered over September-October-November within
1979-2013. Arrows indicate vertically integrated water transport anomalies, IWTp99. Water transport units are [kgm1s-1]. Dashed/solid blue contours indicates positive/negative surface pressure anomalies, PRESp99. Pressure units are
[hPa]. Only significant anomalies are plotted. Lag correlations are back in time and relative to the extreme precipitation day.
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FIGURE S3. Same as Figure 3, but based on MERRA reanalyisis instead of JRA-55. Composite of vertically integrated water zonal
transport anomalies, UWVp99 (shaded), associated to extreme precipitation events (>99 percentile) over the investigated region (E1, magenta box). Thirty-two events are considered over September-October-November within 19792013. Arrows indicate vertically integrated water transport anomalies, IWTp99. Water transport units are [kgm-1s-1].
Dashed/solid blue contours indicates positive/negative surface pressure anomalies, PRESp99. Pressure units are [hPa].
Only significant anomalies are plotted. Lags are back in time and relative to the extreme precipitation day.
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FIGURE S4. Same as Figure 4, but based on MERRA reanalyisis instead of JRA-55. Composite of precipitable water anomalies,
PWp99 (shaded – only statistically significant anomalies are plotted), associated to extreme precipitation events (>99
percentile) over the investigated region (E1, magenta box). Thirty-two events are considered over September-OctoberNovember within 1979-2013. Precipitable water units are [Kgm-2]. Lag correlations are back in time and relative to
the extreme precipitation day. Vectors indicate the composite of the vertically integrated water transport [kgm-1s-1].
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FIGURE S5. Same as Figure 5, but based on MERRA reanalyisis instead of JRA-55. Composite of 10 meter wind intensity, (shaded),
and direction (arrows) associated to extreme precipitation events (>99 percentile) over the investigated region (E1, magenta box). Thirty-two events are considered over September-October-November within 1979-2013. Wind units are
[m/s]. Blue contours indicates composite of surface pressure at the same time. Pressure units are [hPa] and countours
between 1018 and 1028 hPa, with a 1 hPa step, are plotted.
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FIGURE S6. Extended representation of Figure 6 based on JRA-55 reanalysis only. Correlation coefficient between surface pressure averaged over the central Atlantic region (40W20W 20N40N) and maximum precipitation over E1 region (magenta box in Figure 1) time series, at different time lags (pressure is lagged back in time). Results obtained using
different low pass filters, from 0 to 60 days (y axis) are shown based on different time lags (x axis).

FIGURE S7. Extended representation of Figure 6 in the manuscript based on MERRA reanalysis only. Correlation coefficient between surface pressure averaged over the central Atlantic region (40W20W 20N40N) and maximum precipitation over
E1 region (magenta box in Figure 1) time series, at different time lags (pressure is lagged back in time). Results obtained using different low pass filters, from 0 to 60 days (y axis) are shown based on different time lags (x axis).
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